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Utilizing Photography in your Art Program
The Healing Properties of
Nature Photography
Undoubtly people in hospitals are
anxious and spend a lot of time
waiting. Artwork can provide a
therapeutic distraction for patients
and visitors, as well as play a
major role in the first impressions
at a hospital. In particular, photography and art depicting nature can
be beneficial in reducing stress,
improving attitude and elevating a
mood. Appropriately themed and
placed, nature photography and
prints have proven to be simple,
affordable tools that aid in relieving
anxiety in patients.
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Ideal photographic imagery for
healthcare environments include:

relate to (i.e. imagining themselves
on a walk or taking a journey).

• Local Landscapes & Iconography
• Serene Water
• Calm Weather
• Visual Depth
• Landscapes - depicting
warmer seasons and low hills
or distant mountains

As experienced art consultants, we
provide appropriate art selections
based on the evidence of art’s
therapeutic effect. Utilizing our
extensive resource of published
and exclusive fine art nature and
landscape photography, we are
here to help you create a
successful healing environment.

Conversely, imagery that may
elevate stress and therefore should
be excluded are stormy skies,
winter landscapes, barren deserts
and cityscapes without greenery.
Studies have shown that viewers
favor nature scenes that they can
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To discuss image options for your
project with a designer, call
1-800-220-7446 or email
creative@creativeartprograms.com
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Designing for Patient Populations
Long Term Care - A History Worth Repeating
Geriatric patients need appropriate
stimulation in their environment.
Art is an excellent tool in lessening
the sensory deprivation of a custodial setting. Unlike general population areas, landscapes are not
always appropriate in a long term
care setting. Images of familiar objects, events, activities - things that
represent their time and life are
recommended. In fact, patients
with alzheimers and dementia
have shown positive response to
images that spark rememberance.
The use of significant memorabilia

outside resident rooms and in
group areas has been identified
as a factor in improving levels of
orientation in these patients. By
providing engaging focal points
that generate conversation, artwork helps to reduce agitation and
increases social interaction
between residents.
By working with local historical
societies, sports teams, etc. we
can source a program that works
for your veterans.

RECENT ARTWORK THEMES
Creative has deveolped artwork programs for VA and Military
Medical Facilities throughout the country featuring a variety of
themes. Each facility and designer had their own specific population needs and we were here to aid in realizing their goals.
Recent themes include:
- Vintage recruitment prints
- Watercolor prints by local artists
- Landscape photography representational of all
segments of the U.S.
- Photography of local landmarks, iconography and
landcapes
- Interactive art prints for pediatric waiting and exam
rooms

Time to specify your unique theme?
Contact a designer to discuss
options and sources.
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